AP 1000 Operating Instructions
The AP1000 Transit Adapter provides a premium leveling support for use during horizontal and vertical layouts. The
horizontal scale is marked in 360 degree increments and includes a .1 degree Vernier scale for fine azimuth adjustments. The
vertical adjustment is a precision micrometer that provides 1/16” resolution @100 feet for slope and grade positioning. One
complete revolution of the vertical micrometer in either direction is equal to 1% of grade change.
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How to use to AP1000 Transit Adapter: Mounting Clamp



Mount the AP1000 to a construction grade tripod with a 5/8”- 11tpi mounting thread.



Repeat step 2 until the bubble stays centered in both positions.
The bubble should now stay centered when the top plate is
turned to any position.



Mount the laser level to the AP1000 Mounting Clamp, position the
laser level over the third leveling foot used in step 2 above and
adjust the vertical micrometer so the bubble within the laser level
reads level.



Swivel the laser level 180 degrees and check the bubble. If the
bubble is slightly out of level, adjust the vertical micrometer to
bring the bubble half-way to center and then adjust the third
leveling foot to bring the bubble completely to center. In other
words, adjust each half of the error with the vertical micrometer and third leveling foot respectively.
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Level the bubble on the AP1000 Transit Adapter by positioning the
bubble parallel to two of the leveling feet and adjusting either or
both of the leveling feet to bring the bubble to center. Rotate the
top plate 90 degrees in either direction (the level vial should be in
line with the third leveling foot) and center the bubble within the
vial by adjusting the third leveling foot.

Note: The zero mark on the vertical micrometer scale won’t necessarily line up with the index mark after the laser is leveled.
Just note the number position on the micrometer for a “Home” level reference and work from there.
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The horizontal degree scale is read using the 0 degree graduation mark on the .1 degree Vernier scale as the index mark for
the horizontal degree scale.
The .1 degree Vernier is used by adjusting each progressive .1 (0-10) degree index mark to the next full degree mark on the
horizontal azimuth ring. Precise positioning is obtained by locking the top plate to the stationary bottom plate with the
locking knob then using the fine horizontal adjustment know (tangent screw adjustment).
The vertical micrometer is designed so that one complete revolution of the micrometer is equal to 1% of grade change. Each
increment of the micrometer is equivalent to a 1/4” change at 100 feet. The total adjustment range is approximately +/- 5
degrees of angle.
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